adolf wölfli. universum.!
Retrospective to the 150th birthday

Opening: 17 September 2014, 07:00 pm
Period: 18 September 2014 – 01 March 2015

To mark the 150th birthday of the Swiss universal artist Adolf Wölfli (1864-1930), the retrospective at the museum gugging shows how Wölfli created the past and future anew: as a cosmos on paper, as a visionary reflection of the self and as a magnificently distorted world.

From 1908 to 1930 Adolf Wölfli expanded his dramatic life story, compiled for the first time in 1895, to an endless reinvention of the self. Using poetry and prose, music and compositions, digits and drawings, he developed his absolute vision of the world, the “Saint Adolf-Giant-Creation”, a work which the French Surrealist André Breton described as one of the three or four most important works of the 20th century. Wölfli’s creative work is extensively presented at the museum gugging, in the form of drawings, texts, film and sound.

Complementary to the exhibition adolf wölfli. universum. the body of work known as his “Bread Art” or Brotkunst is on display in the Novomatic Salon of the museum gugging: single sheet drawings, which Wölfli gave as presents or sold to a growing circle of interested doctors, male nurses and visitors, or gave in exchange for drawing tools, from 1912 onwards. These works already found an audience early on, and were extremely important for the reception of Adolf Wölfli’s creative work – including amongst his fellow-artists, from Jean Dubuffet to Arnulf Rainer.

On loan from: Adolf Wölfli Foundation, Museum of Fine Arts Bern
Curators:
Daniel Baumann, Adolf Wölfli Foundation
Johann Feilacher, Director museum gugging
Supporting programme

Adolf Wölfli Soirée
29. January 2015, 6 pm
An evening in the spirit of the Swiss universal artist, with a curator-led tour, and portions of sound and text by and about Adolf Wölfli.
Featuring (among others) the TRIO MONTIN Ensemble (CH)
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Permanent exhibition:
gugging.! meisterwerke / gugging.! masterpieces

Further Information about the prolonged exhibitions small formats..! and ingolf ebeling sonnenstrahlenmillionär (until 31 August 2014) : http://www.gugging.at/en/press
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